Where would you like to shape the success of your future career: At a worldwide leading manufacturer of process measuring and control technology? In a family owned company that values its more than 3,000 employees in 36 countries also as individuals? In a team that breaks new ground with courage and passion? Did you answer „Yes“ to all three? Then it is time that we met:

**Working Student / Internship - Intellectual Property Strategy with a focus on China (m/f/d)**
at location Karlsruhe

**YOUR TASK:**
- Analyze asian market regarding technology & intellectual property
- Develop an intellectual property strategy for the asian market
- Research local IP violations
- Derive actions and suggest a roadmap

**YOUR PROFILE:**
- Technical field of study, ideally close to graduation
- Good knowledge with MS Office, IP-Tool of advantage
- Language skills in Chinese, English and German
- Prior IP knowledge of advantage

In addition to exciting tasks, we offer you a wide range of perspectives, great creative freedom and a corporate culture that encourages you to use them.

Curious? Then we look forward to receiving your application at students@burkert.com
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